《The Mysterious CEO》
134 'sThen can you drop your position of the Underworld and live like
a normal man?'s
Nowadays, because of Little Champ, Lu Lan stayed at Diamond Hill and do her work
from there.
Whereas, Si Li was extremely busy. He left early in the morning and came back
around midnight. There were many projects which were going to be started in which
his personal involvement was required.
Now that Lu Lan, Song Tianxin and Mo Jinnan weren't available so Si Li had to
manage the projects alone.
The day Little Champ discharged, Mo Jinnan was also discharged from the hospital.
Before going to get information for Liu Juan (a.k.a Liu Ruolan), Mo Jinnan wanted to
meet Little Champ. However, Si Li didn't allow him. So in the end, Mo Jinnan had to
leave downhearted.
The doctors told Mo Jinnan to rest for the few more days, but Song Tianxin's life was
in dangered and he knew Si Li wouldn't show mercy and his half of the team was
already finished.
Prior, the quarter part of his team, he had given to Si Li only for security for Song
Tianxin and now quarter part of his team had disfigured because of his anger.
So now rest of the half of his team had started their inquiry to get anything aboutLiu
Juan (a.k.a Liu Ruolan), but in two days they didn't get any clue from where they
should start.

In the end, Mo Jinnan had to sacrifice his resting time and left for looking for Liu Juan.

However, whether Mo Jinnan would be able to get anything about Liu Juan (a.k.a Liu
Ruolan) or not. Only time would tell…

Meanwhile, one week had passed. Little Champ's physical condition was getting better
now, except his nightmares and his introvert's nature.

Si Li felt that today's Little Champ was the same Little Champ who had entered in Si
Family, three years back. The boy who was having the nightmares and who was used
to stay in his room the whole day.
Except that he had now started talking, but only with Lu Lan and that was only 'Yes' or
'No'. However, Lu Lan didn't force him for anything. If he wanted to stay in his room,
then she stayed with him in his room.
Dr Chen had sent the psychiatrist for Little Champ, however, that wasn't useful as well.
Seeing Little Champ like this, Lu Lan understood if Mo Jiang hadn't been part of the
Underworld, Little Champ would have been a much better life now.
Lu Lan didn't want that something like that would happen in the future again, so she
had to convince Si Li to left Underworld.
Like always, Lu Lan was waiting for Si Li to come home. Si Li told her that she didn't
require to wait for him. However, she didn't listen to him and that was the reason that
he came back home every day, despite having lots of work which required him to work
24/7 hours.
After dinner, Lu Lan suggested to go for a walk in the garden. She saw that Si Li was
very tired, however, she couldn't wait for a single day as fear was increasing in her
heart with every passing day and she didn't want to lose him because now only he and
Little Champ was her family.
As there were few things which Si Li also wanted to tell her so he accompanied her for
the walk.
"Elder Li took discharge from the hospital yesterday." Si Li spoke first, after seeing
that she wasn't saying anything.
"Hmmm….Good." Lu Lan nonchalantly said.
"He has invited you next week..." Si Li wanted to inform but didn't complete his
sentence.
Lu Lan halted and looked at him so that he could complete his sentence.

"He has called his lawyer as well. I think he wants to read his will. Do you want to
go?" Si Li asked.
If Lu Lan's identity hadn't revealed, then she wouldn't have gone, but things had
changed now.
Earlier, she felt that she was indebted of Lu Family for adopting her, but now she
understood that they had adopted her not because they wanted to show their generosity,
instead because they wanted to hide their misdeed.
After thinking about this Lu Lan replied: "Yes, I want to go."
Si Li nodded "Okay, I will come with you."
Then they started walking again.
As her husband, Si Li would be her side to support her, in whatever be the situation.
As she was doing the same now.
Afterwards, Lu Lan took a deep breath and called him out "Hubby…"
"Hmm?"
"If I want something, will you give me?" Lu Lan halted again and looked at him.
Her heart was beating so fast now, what if Si Li wouldn't agree with her and wouldn't
want to leave the Underworld, what would she do then?...
She didn't want that history would repeat again…
Seeing Little Champ like this was already tortured for her, she wouldn't be able to see
their own children like this.
"Of course, if it is within my capacity, then I will definitely give you." Si Li replied.
"Then can you drop your position of the Underworld and live like a normal man?" Lu
Lan asked, her eyes were looking at him with the expectation.

